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Executive summary
The activities reported in this deliverable are related to the Dissemination, Communication and
Networking tasks in WP6 whose main objective is to maximize the impact of the MUSA project [1]
by ensuring proper communication and dissemination of the project results and to raise awareness to
the scientific, industrial, and general public communities.
This deliverable is the second one of a series of three reports (D6.2 Dissemination Strategy, D6.6
Dissemination, communication and networking report and D6.81 Final dissemination, communication,
and networking report) that aim at reporting the status of dissemination activities. The main objective
of this document is to illustrate the dissemination, communication and networking actions that were
executed during the second reporting period of the project.
Dissemination, Communication and Networking activities during this period were executed as planned
in deliverables D6.2 Dissemination Strategy, D6.4 Communication Plan and D6.5 Networking plan.
Indeed, the Key Performance Indicators adopted respected and in many exceeded the expected value
defined in the plans. MUSA results were disseminated through the participation in about 40 different
events, addressing both scientific and industrial communities.
Furthermore, as already reported in D6.6, there are major activities to outline related to Networking
activities: MUSA participation to the DPSP Cluster, with the role of cluster coordinator, has produced
many direct collaboration actions with other projects in the cluster, as demonstrated by the KPI on
collaboration with other projects (18 different project collaborations reported).

1

Please note that deliverable D6.8 was named Deliverable D6.7 before the GA amendment of October 2015.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Objective of the document
This document is the final periodic report related to dissemination, communication and networking
tasks in the MUSA project [1] and it is focused on reporting in detail the progress of such activities
related to the period M19-M36, i.e., the second reporting period of the project lifetime.
It includes a description of activities done with respect to those planned in the first year’s plans and
strategies to engage the academic and industrial communities, to maintain an attractive web site and
ensure a continuous social media presence. In particular, we have reported both per-partner and overall
consortium initiatives, with particular attention to the cooperation with other European initiatives in
the same topics.
Furthermore, this deliverable reports the status of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) related to
dissemination, communication and networking, which helped to continuously monitor the status of the
activities and, in case of need, proactively apply actions to boost or improve the impact of results on
the community.

1.2 Structure of this document
This document is the second of two dissemination reports in MUSA: D6.6 Dissemination,
Communication and Networking Report due at month 18, and D6.8 Final Dissemination,
Communication and Networking Report due at month 36. The document is structured as follows:
•

Section 1, after an introduction to the document, presents the relationship between this
deliverable and other deliverables in MUSA and the main contributors to this deliverable.

•

Section 2 describes the dissemination, communication and networking dashboard we have set
up in order to monitor the advances of dissemination activities.

•

Section 3 reports the project dissemination and networking activities, including per partner
and overall consortium activities; it ends with a discussion on final KPIs.

•

Section 4 reports the project communication activities and discusses the final values of KPIs.

•

Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusions on the results.

1.3 Relationships with other deliverables
The dissemination, networking and communication work in MUSA is directly related to all technical
Work Packages of the MUSA project and its goal is to maximize the impacts of the project results on
both the academic and industrial communities. Particularly, the work is aligned with the exploitation
activities of the project performed within WP7.
The deliverable reports the status of all the activities planned according to the strategies and plans
defined in the first reporting period (deliverables D6.1 MUSA brochure and public website, D6.2
Dissemination Strategy, D6.4 Communication Plan, and D6.5 Networking plan) whose goals were to
set the common ground and plan the proper dissemination, communication and networking actions and
ensure that relevant communities would be located and reached out during the whole project lifecycle
(from requirement analysis to development and exploitation).
The current deliverable is an updated version of the D6.6 Dissemination, communication, and
networking report, in particular, it has the same structure and reports all updates.
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1.4 Contributors
All MUSA partners have contributed to the execution of the dissemination, communication and
networking activities in the project, and therefore contributed to this deliverable.

1.5 Acronyms and abbreviations
KPI

Key Performance Indicators

WP

Work Package

1.6 Revision history
Version

Date issued

Author

Organisation

Description

0.1

22/09/2017

Valentina Casola

CeRICT

Structure of the document

0.2

13/11/2017

Valentina Casola

CeRICT

First version with all sections in
first draft content

0.3

11/12/2017

Erkuden
Rios,
Massimiliano Rak,
Antony Shimmin,
Oscar
Ripolles,
Wissam Mallouli,
Stephan
Sphar,
Samuel
Afolaranmi

ALL

Per
partner
dissemination
activities
and
Networking
activities detailed

0.4

12/12/2017

Valentina Casola

CeRICT

Intermediate version

0.7

12/12/2017

Valentina Casola

CeRICT

Final version

0.7.1

18/12/2017

Erkuden Rios

Tecnalia

Review 1

0.7.2

19/12/2017

Antonio Ortiz

MI

Review 2

0.8

20/12/2017

Valentina Casola

CeRICT

Revised

0.9

21/12/2017

Erkuden Rios

Tecnalia

Revised version with latest
KPIs.

1.0

28/12/2017

Erkuden Rios

Tecnalia

Final release
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2 Dissemination, Communication and Networking Dashboard
The effectiveness of dissemination, communication and networking activities are quantitatively
measured by the different Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) defined in the initial dissemination
plans; they provide a means for evaluating performance (i.e., level of achievement) with respect to the
expected objectives.
As already discussed in the initial report, we have defined and periodically used a shared dashboard to
collect and report project dissemination, communication and networking activities in a concise
manner.
The MUSA dashboard has represented a valid tool for making a visual display of relevant information
at a glance. It provided a mean for monitoring and reporting the status of the metrics and the KPIs
relevant to a particular objective. The dashboard has been updated on a regular basis by project
partners to provide information about all dissemination and communication activities as well as their
progress. Through this, all partners were constantly updated about what actions have been done as
well as the upcoming events and activities.
In a nutshell, the main functionalities of the dashboard are highlighted by the following points:
•
•
•
•
•

It is used for presenting plans for future dissemination, communication and networking
activities such as conferences, events, publications, etc.;
It is used for reporting dissemination, communication and networking activities and their
importance for the MUSA project;
It allows for evaluation of performance based on status of KPIs;
It helps in the monitoring of the progress of tasks and KPIs;
It offers the opportunity to keep track of past and upcoming events.

The MUSA dissemination, communication and networking dashboard was available as a shared
document on google Drive and its final status has been reflected in the following two sections.
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3 Dissemination and networking activities report
According to MUSA dissemination plans, the reported activities have been primary intended to:
•

Communicate the achievements of the project amongst the scientific community to improve
the access to research results.

•

Raise interest among cloud-based application developers and cloud technology companies
about the benefits of using the MUSA framework to support a security-aware lifecycle
management of multi-cloud applications.

•

Foster cooperation and exchange with cloud security and cloud-based application
development initiatives in order to create synergies and thus accelerate innovation.

This section reports both the dissemination and networking activities accomplished by the MUSA
partners during the last 18 months of the project (M19 to M36), based on the strategy and plans
presented in deliverables D6.2 Dissemination Strategy and D6.5 Networking plan. In particular, the
activities include the following categories:
•

Main dissemination activities of the whole consortium, including scientific publications,
participation at scientific conferences, and publications on other electronic media (see Section
3.1),

•

Per-partner dissemination activities (see Section 3.2),

•

Networking activities and cooperation with other research projects and external organizations
(see Section 3.3).

For each of the reported dissemination activities, the following sections provide a brief explanation of
the strategic value for MUSA in order to clearly justify it. Moreover, we also identify expectations
from each of the networking and collaboration activities with other projects/initiatives and report the
benefits gathered from such cooperation. Finally, a summary of final status of KPIs is reported
showing the success of the activities (see Section 3.4).

3.1 Main activities and events
3.1.1 Scientific publications
During the second reporting period, the MUSA consortium published 23 papers in prominent Cloud
Security scientific events and journals. Apart from presenting ongoing research activities of the
MUSA project, these papers introduced the innovative MUSA approach to Security by Design through
the Risk and Security SLA management that received good feedback and great interest by the research
communities and industries. The paper also presented the final results on the whole framework, which
has been illustrated with detailed case studies. A complete list of publications and their value for
MUSA is reported in Table 1.
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Table 1: List of publications in the period M19-M36
DOI
code

Publication title

Date of
publicat
ion

Publication
journal

Place of
publication

Publisher

10.1109
/CISIS.
2016.11
6

A Security SLA- July
driven methodology 2016
to set up security
capabilities on top
of cloud services

In Proceedings of
10th International
Conference on
Complex,
Intelligent, and
Software
Intensive
Systems, {CISIS}
2016

SWISM 2016
Workshop, colocated with
CISIS2016,
Fukuoka, Japan

10.1007
/978-3319536767_11

Scoring
cloud Septemb
services
through er 2016
digital
ecosystem
community analysis

EC-Web 2016 - Springer
(DEXA 2016)
Porto, Portugal

10.1109
/INCoS.
2016.61

Cloud
Security: Septemb
from Per-Provider er 2016
to
Per-Service
Security SLAs

In Proceedings of
17th International
Conference of
E-Commerce and
Web
Technologies -,
EC-Web
2016. Lecture
Notes in Business
Information
Processing Series.
In Proceedings of
2016 International
Conference
on
Intelligent
Networking and
Collaborative

INCoS 2016,
Ostrawva,
Czech Republic

IEEE
Computer
Society

IEEE

Author(s)

Author
affiliation
name

Value for MUSA

Valentina
CERICT
Casola,
Alessandra De
Benedictis,
Madalina
Erascu,
Massimiliano
Rak
and
Umberto
Villano
Jaume
CA
Ferrarons
Llagostera,
Smrati Gupta,
Victor
MuntésMulero, JosepLluis LarribaPey,
Peter
Matthews

This paper describes the
security SLA generation
approach, used in MUSA
to locate security controls
and
mitigate
cloud
application risks.

Alessandra De CERICT
Benedictis,
Valentina
Casola,
Massimiliano
Rak
and

CERICT presented the
MUSA approach and the
framework
characteristics.
The benefit for MUSA is
related to raising

This paper describes
techniques that support
CSP selection decision
making for DST tool in
MUSA.
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Publication title

Date of
publicat
ion

Publication
journal
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Place of
publication

Publisher

Systems

Author(s)

Author
affiliation
name

Umberto
Villano

10.1016
/j.procs.
2016.08
.280

Security-by-design
October
in
clouds:
a 2016
Security-SLA
driven methodology
to build secure
cloud applications

In Proceedings of
2nd International
Conference on
Cloud Forward:
From Distributed
to Complete
Computing.
Procedia
Computer Science
Series

Madrid, Spain

Elsevier

Valentina
CERICT,
Casola,
TECNALIA
Alessandra De
Benedictis,
Massimiliano
Rak,and
Erkuden Rios

10.1016
/j.procs.
2016.08
.291

Cloud Challenges
towards Free Flow
of Data

In Proceedings of
2nd International
Conference on
Cloud Forward:
From Distributed
to Complete
Computing.
Procedia
Computer Science
Series

Madrid, Spain

Elsevier

Erkuden Rios CERICT,
and
TECNALIA
Massimiliano
Rak

October
2016

Value for MUSA

awareness and interest in
the project results. The
paper was also selected
for an extension in a
journal.
CERICT and
TECNALIA presented
the MUSA prototypes
and the framework
characteristics, with
focus on the SLA
Generation.
The benefit for MUSA is
related to raising
awareness and interest in
the project results. Some
attendees expressed
interest in using MUSA
in their projects.
CERICT and
TECNALIA presented
the DPSP Cluster work
on identification of
challenges and solutions
to tackle FFD in Digital
Single Market.
The benefit for MUSA is
related to raising
awareness and interest in
the project results as part
of the technical solutions
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Publication
journal

13

Place of
publication

Publisher

Author(s)

Author
affiliation
name

Value for MUSA

identified for FFD.

10.7726
/jccr.20
16.1002

Enhancing Security October
in
Cloud-based 2016
Cyber-physical
Systems

Journal of Cloud n/a
Computing
Research, vol. 2
(JCCR)

Columbia
International
Publishing

10.5220
/000637
950701
0708

An Automatic Tool April
for
Benchmark 2017
Testing of Cloud
Applications

SciTePress

10.1007
/978-3319571867_55

Secure microGRID May
in
cloud:
The 2017
CoSSMic
Case
Study

In Proceedings of Porto, Portugal
the
7th
International
Conference
on
Cloud Computing
and
Services
Science – Volume
1
In Proceedings of Cetara, Italy
12th International
Conference
on
Green, Pervasive,
and
Cloud
Computing. GPC
2017.
Lecture

Springer

Juha Puttonen, TUT
Samuel Olaiya
Afolaranmi,
Luis Gonzalez
Moctezuma,
Andrei Lobov,
Jose
L.
Martinez
Lastra.
Casola V., De CERICT
Benedictis A.,
Rak M. and
Villano U.

The journal describes
high distributed
architectures at device
level. It paves the
roadmap to apply
solutions like MUSA to
IoT deployments

Rak
Massimiliano
and
Venticinque
Salvatore

CERICT presented this
paper to illustrate how
the MUSA approach can
be used within the
CoSSMic European
Project.
The benefit for MUSA is
related to raising

CERICT

CERICT presented the
MUSA framework
characteristics.
The benefit for MUSA is
related to raising
awareness and interest in
the project results.
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DOI
code

Publication title

Date of
publicat
ion

10.1007
/978-3319571867_57

Security Assurance May
of
(Multi-)Cloud 2017
Application
with
Security
SLA
Composition

10.1007
/978-3319571867_56

Towards
Model- May
Based
Security 2017
Assessment
of
Cloud Applications

Publication
journal

14

Place of
publication

Notes
in
Computer
Science,
vol
10232.
In Proceedings of Cetara, Italy
12th International
Conference
on
Green, Pervasive,
and
Cloud
Computing. GPC
2017.
Lecture
Notes
in
Computer
Science,
vol
10232.
In Proceedings of Cetara, Italy
12th International
Conference
on
Green, Pervasive,
and
Cloud
Computing. GPC
2017.
Lecture
Notes
in
Computer
Science,
vol
10232.

Publisher

Author(s)

Author
affiliation
name

Value for MUSA

awareness and interest in
the project results also
for the IoT environment.
Springer

Rak
Massimiliano

CERICT

CERICT presented the
Security SLA
composition approach
and the framework
characteristics.
The benefit for MUSA is
related to raising
awareness and interest in
the project results.

Springer

Casola V., De CERICT
Benedictis A.,
Nardone R.

CERICT presented the
Security-by-design
innovative approach.
The benefit for MUSA is
related to raising
awareness and interest in
the project results.
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DOI
code

10.1007
/978-3319571867_54

10.1007
/978-3319571867_53

n/a

Publication title

Multi-cloud
Applications
Security
Monitoring

Date of
publicat
ion
May
2017

Publication
journal

In Proceedings of
12th International
Conference
on
Green, Pervasive,
and
Cloud
Computing. GPC
2017.
Lecture
Notes
in
Computer
Science,
vol
10232.
Security-Centric
May
In Proceedings of
Evaluation
2017
12th International
Framework for IT
Conference
on
Services
Green, Pervasive,
and
Cloud
Computing. GPC
2017.
Lecture
Notes
in
Computer
Science,
vol
10232.
A platform for June 27- The A.P. Ershov
security monitoring 29,
Informatics
of
multi-cloud 2017.
Conference, the
applications
11th edition of
PSI Conference
Series.

15

Place of
publication

Publisher

Author(s)

Author
affiliation
name

Value for MUSA

Cetara, Italy

Springer

Carvallo
P., MI,
Cavalli A.R., TECNALIA
Mallouli W.,
Rios E.

Description of the SLA
monitoring capability of
the
MUSA
security
assurance platform.

Cetara, Italy

Springer

Gupta
FerraronsLlagostera
Dominiak
MuntésMulero
Matthews
Rios E.

CA
presented
a
description of the Risk
Analysis tool of the
MUSA framework.

Moscow,
Russia.

Springer

S., CA,
TECNALIA
J.,
J.,
V.,
P.,

Pamela
MI
Carvallo, Ana
R.
Cavalli,
Wissam
Mallouli

Description of the
monitoring part of the
MUSA security
assurance platform.
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journal
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Place of
publication

Publisher

10.1109
/WETI
CE.201
7.46

MUSA Deployer: June
Deployment
of 2017
Multi-cloud
Applications

In Proceedings of Poznan, Poland
26th International
Conference
on
Enabling
Technologies:
Infrastructure for
Collaborative
Enterprises,
WETICE 2017

IEEE
Computer
Society

10.1109
/INDIN.
2017.81
04926

Providing an access July
control layer to 2017
web-based
applications for the
industrial domain

In Proceedings of Emden,
the IEEE 15th Germany
International
Conference
on
Industrial
Informatics
(INDIN), 2017

IEEE

Author(s)

Author
affiliation
name

Valentina
CERICT,
Casola,
TECNALIA
Alessandra De
Benedictis,
Massimiliano
Rak,
Umberto Villa
no, Erkuden
Rios,
Angel
Rego,
Giancarlo
Capone.
Samuel Olaiya TUT
Afolaranmi,
Borja Ramis
Ferrer, Wael
M.
Mohammed,
Mussawar
Ahmed,
Robert
Harrison and
Jose
L.
Martinez
Lastra.

Value for MUSA

CERICT presented the
MUSA deployment tool.
This paper was selected
and the authors were
invited to propose an
extension on a journal.
The benefit for MUSA is
related to raising
awareness and interest in
the project results. The
paper was also selected
for an extension in a
journal.
TUT presented this paper
and emphasized the
importance of one of the
core technologies used
by MUSA (i.e. access
control) by showing its
applicability in other
domains. The paper also
raised awareness for
MUSA project.
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DOI
code

Publication title

Date of
publicat
ion

10.1007
/978-3319615660_81

A Security Metric July
Catalogue
for 2017
Cloud Applications

10.1145
/309895
4.31040
59

Self-healing Multi- August
cloud Application 2017
Modelling

n/a

SLA-based
Septemb
continuous security er 2017
assurance in multicloud DevOps

Publication
journal

In Proceedings of
the 11th
International
Conference on
Complex,
Intelligent, and
Software
Intensive
Systems.
Advances in
Intelligent
Systems and
Computing book
series.
In Proceedings of
the
12th
International
Conference
on
Availability,
Reliability
and
Security
In Proceedings of
the International
Workshop
on
Secure Software
Engineering
in
DevOps
and
Agile
Development

17

Place of
publication

Publisher

Author(s)

Author
affiliation
name

Value for MUSA

SWISM 2017 – Springer
Torino, Italy

Casola
CERICT
Valentina, De
Benedictis
Alessandra,
Rak
Massimiliano,
Villano
Umberto.

CERICT presented the
MUSA security
catalogue with specific
metrics for the cloud.
The benefit for MUSA is
related to raising
awareness and interest in
the project results.

SECPID
ACM
Workshop
collocated with
ARES 2017
Reggio
Calabria, Italy

Erkuden Rios, TECNALIA
Eider
Iturbe
and
Maria
Carmen
Palacios

Oslo, Norway

Erkuden Rios, TECNALIA,
Massimiliano
CERICT, MI
Rak,
Eider
Iturbe,
and
Wissam
Mallouli

Detailed description of
the MUSA modelling
language and tool for
multi-cloud applications
to raise awareness on
MUSA capabilities on
security-by-design.
Description
of
the
MUSA
security
assurance
platform
including the reaction
capabilities and its usage
in the context of the TUT
case study.

CEUR-WS
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DOI
code

Publication title

Date of
publicat
ion

n/a

Processing mobility October
traces for activity 2017
recognition in smart
cities

n/a

Principles and risk October
assessment
of 2017
managing
distributed
ontologies hosted by
embedded devices

Publication
journal

co-located with
the
22nd
European
Symposium
on
Research
in
Computer
Security
(ESORICS 2017)
urn:nbn:de:00741977-5
In Proceedings of
the
11th
International
Workshop
on
Service-Oriented
Cyber-Physical
Systems
in
Converging
Networked
Environments
(SOCNE)
In Proceedings of
the 43rd Annual
Conference
of
The
IEEE
Industrial
and
Electronics
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Place of
publication

Publisher

Author(s)

Author
affiliation
name

Value for MUSA

SOCNE
co- IEEE
located
with
IECON2017
Beijing, China

Syed Arsalan TUT
Shah,
Petr
Belyaev, Borja
Ramis Ferrer,
Wael
M.
Mohammed
and Jose L.
Martinez
Lastra.

TUT presented this paper
which was based on the
algorithm used in the
TUT use case to analyse
user data and identify
their activities. The paper
also raised awareness for
MUSA project.

IECON2017
Beijing, China

Borja Ramis TUT
Ferrer, Samuel
Olaiya
Afolaranmi
and Jose L.
Martinez

TUT presented this paper
which paved the roadmap
for the application of
threat modelling and risk
analysis methodologies
used in MUSA in other

IEEE
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Date of
publicat
ion

Publication
journal

19

Place of
publication

Publisher

for
controlling
industrial systems

Society (IECON
2017)

n/a

Dynamic security October
assurance in multi- 2017
cloud DevOps

In Proceedings of
2017
IEEE
Conference
on
Communications
and
Network
Security (CNS)

n/a

Per-service Security To
SLAs for Cloud Appear
Security
Management:
Model
and
Implementation

International
To Appear
Journal of Grid
and
Utility
Computing
(IJGUC)

10.5220
/000648
090480
0487

Automatic
24-26
derivation
and July
validation
of
a 2017.
cloud dataset for
insider
threat
detection.

In
the
12th ICSOFT 2017. Springer
International
Madrid, Spain.
Conference
on
Software
Technologies
(ICSOFT 2017).

Author(s)

Author
affiliation
name

Lastra

SPC workshop IEEE
collocated with
CNS2017 Las
Vegas,
NV
USA.

Inderscience
Publisher

Erkuden Rios, TECNALIA,
Eider Iturbe, CERICT, MI
Wissam
Mallouli and
Massimiliano
Rak
Valentina
CERICT
Casola,
Alessandra De
Benedictis,
Jolanda
Modic,
Massimiliano
Rak, Umberto
Villano
Pamela
MI
Carvallo, Ana
R.
Cavalli,
Natalia
Kushik.

Value for MUSA

distributed environments
i.e.,
distributed
embedded devices in this
case. The paper also
raised awareness for
MUSA project.
Description
of
the
MUSA
security
assurance
platform
including the reaction
capabilities and its usage
in the context of the LHS
case study.
This paper presents a
framework that enables
the adoption of a perservice SLA
model, supporting the
automatic generation of
cloud Security SLAs.

MI
presented
the
detection capability of
the SecAP platform using
machine
learning
techniques.
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DOI
code

Publication title

Date of
publicat
ion

20

Publication
journal

Volume
ICSOFT,
480-487.

Place of
publication

Publisher

Author(s)

Author
affiliation
name

Value for MUSA

1:
pages

The following papers have been submitted for publication and we are still waiting for evaluators’ final decision.
DOI
code

n/a

Publication title

Date of
publicatio
n

Airline
Expected
Application
July 2018
Security in the
Digital Economy:
Tackling security
challenges
for
distributed
applications

Publication
journal

Place
publication

Digitalization
To appear
Cases Springer
book

of

Publisher

Springer

Author(s)

Author
affiliation
name

Balázs
LHS,
CA,
Somoskői,
TECNALIA
Stefan
Spahr,
Erkuden Rios,
Oscar Ripolles,
Jacek Dominiak,
Tamás
Cserveny, Péter
Bálint,
Peter
Matthews, Eider
Iturbe,
Victor
Muntés-Mulero

Value for MUSA

This paper exemplifies
the digitalization case
of a flight scheduling
application prototype
developed
by
Lufthansa Systems to
explain how novel
approaches are used to
address security issues
during the development
of such a prototype by
following the MUSA
approach.
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DOI
code

Publication title

Date of
publicatio
n

Publication
journal

21

Place
publication

of

Publisher

Author(s)

Author
affiliation
name

n/a

Security-by-design
in Multi-Cloud
Applications: an
Optimization
Approach

Information
Sciences

To appear

Elsevier

Alessandra De CERICT
Benedictis,
Valentina
Casola,
Massimiliano
Rak
and
Umberto
Villano

n/a

Model-based
Deployment of
Secure Multi-cloud
Applications

IJGUC 2017

To appear

Inderscience
Publisher

Valentina
CERICT,
Casola,
TECNALIA
Alessandra De
Benedictis,
Massimiliano
Rak,
Umberto Villan
o, Erkuden Rios,
Angel
Rego,
Giancarlo
Capone.

Value for MUSA

In this paper, CERICT
presented an innovative
algorithm to optimize
the allocation of secure
multi-cloud
applications
components
over
multiple
CSP
by
adopting the securityby-design
approach
proposed in MUSA.
In this paper CERICT
and
TECNALIA
presented
two
innovative models to
describe cope with the
automatic deployment
of
multi-cloud
application components
over multiple CSPs.
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3.1.2 Participation in Scientific and industrial conferences
The MUSA partners presented their technical contributions in 37 scientific conferences and workshops
corresponding to the accepted scientific publications mentioned in Section 3.1, PhD schools and
industrial seminars. In particular, MUSA has also been presented in other scientific and industrial
conferences and concertation meetings either in the form of invited speeches, demos or as
participation in panels.
Furthermore, it is worth mentioning the wide participation of the MUSA consortium in the DPSP
Cloud cluster project whose details are described in Section 3.3 and included in Table 2.
Table 2: List of scientific and industrial events in the period M19-M36
Event

Date

TAROT 2016, The 4 July 2016
12th summer school
on Testing,
verification and
validation, Paris,
France
Data Centre
Transformation:
Industry Seminar

Value for MUSA

MI, CeRICT PhD Summer School Organisation of the summer
school, presentations
provided by MI and CeRICT
on topics related to MUSA
project (e.g. security SLA
monitoring).
Industry Seminar

Disseminate MUSA
objectives to Data Centre
industry and the relevance of
SLAs within a multi-cloud
context.

EC-Web 2016
5-8
(DEXA 2016
September
Conference), Porto, 2016
Portugal

CA

Scientific
Conference

CA attended the conference
and presented a paper with
the research performed to
understand how scoring of
cloud services could support
service selection via a DST.

Future of Clouds 27
Conference
September
(Organized by
2016
Lufthansa Systems),
Budapest

LHS

Industrial event with
LHS employees,
academics and
external partners

Stefan Spahr presented the
MUSA framework and usage
with respect to the Lufthansa
Systems use case. He
attended in the panel
discussion to represent
MUSA.

18-20
October
2016

CeRICT

Scientific
Conference

The DPSP cluster met faceto-face at this event. MUSA
contributed to two papers
presented and was present at
the SME event with a demo
of the solution.

7
November
2016

CeRICT

EC event

Massimiliano Rak presented
MUSA and the DPSP cluster
to potential EU project

Post Consultation
workshop for the
Consultation on

July

Type

AIMES

Cloud Forward
2016, Madrid,
Spain.

11
2016

Partner(s)
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Cloud Computing
Research
Innovation
Challenges for WP
2018-2020, Brussel

partners, including SME,
academia and big enterprises.

Annual Computer
Security
Applications
Conference
(ACSAC 2016),
Los Angeles,
California, USA.

5-9
December
2016

CA

Scientific
Conference

Peter Matthews attended and
discussed how risk
management could include
socio-technical aspects.

Universitat
Autònoma de
Barcelona. School
of Engineering.
Barcelona, Spain.

22
November
2016

CA

Seminar

Smrati Gupta gave a guest
lecture titled “Agile Design
Methodologies: Decision
Support Systems in MultiCloud environments”.

Brokerage event
Mobile World
Congress (MWC),
Barcelona, Spain

Cloud Expo 2017,
London, UK

CLOSER 2017,
Porto, Portugal

27 February
- 2 March
2017

CA, MI

Technology
Victor Muntés, Smrati Gupta
professionals,
(CA) and Wissam Mallouli
Technology Vendors and Edgardo Montes de Oca
(Montimage) participated in
MWC brokerage event to
interact with different
companies to understand their
use of multi-clouds. They
also seek to validate the
MUSA approach through and
to identify the research
loopholes that may be
addressed through the
lifecycle of the project and
beyond.

15-16
TECNALIA,
Technology
Boot for DPSP Cluster,
March 2017 CERICT,
professionals,
MUSA team presented
MI, CA
Technology Vendors MUSA tools.
24-26 April
2017

CeRICT

Cloud Security
11-14 May CeRICT, MI,
Modeling,
2017
CA
Monitoring and
Management
(CS3M) Workshop,

Scientific
Conference

Umberto Villano from
CeRICT attended and
discussed how security SLA
could improve security and
how to benchmark multicloud applications.

Scientific
Conference

Pamela Carvallo from MI
presented a scientific paper
describing the monitoring
capability of the MUSA
security assurance platform.
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Italy
European
Conference on
Networks and
Communications

12-15 June
2017

MI

Cloud and DevOps 13-15 June
World 2017,
2017
London, UK

MI

AFSEC day –
21
Formal methods for 2017
cyber-security

June

MI

Summer School on 19-23 June
virtualization and 2017
dehardwarization,
Le Croisic, France

MI

Google Cloud
Onboard training

20
2017

WETICE 2017,
Poznan, Poland

21-23 June
2017

NetFutures 2017,
Brussels

June

Industrial event

Technology
Antonio Ortiz from MI
professionals,
participated to this event and
Technology Vendors presented the MUSA project
and framework.
Scientific
Conference

MI

Industrial event

Understanding how google
cloud manages security.

CeRICT

Scientific
Conference

Massimiliano Rak and
Umberto Villano from
CeRICT attended and
discussed how security SLA
could improve security.

28-29 June TECNALIA
2017

24-26 July
2017

Networking and discussion
about cloud cyber-security.

PhD Summer School Participation in the summer
school and presentation of the
MUSA poster.

Technology
MUSA and DPSP Cluster
professionals,
progress presented by project
Technology Vendors coordinator. Participated at
the Market Readiness Level
panel too on MUSA
experience.

TAROT 2017, The 26-30 June CeRICT, MI, PhD Summer School
13th summer school 2017
TECNALIA,
on Testing,
LHS
verification and
validation, Naples,
Italy

ICETE 2017

Presentation of the
monitoring capability of
MMT in the context of
virtualized environments.

MI

Scientific
Conference

Organisation of the summer
school, presentations
provided by CeRICT, MI and
Tecnalia on topics related to
MUSA project (e.g. security
SLA monitoring). LHS
participated with some test
technology experts in the
courses as well as lecturer.
MI participated to this joint
conference that aims at
bringing together researchers,
engineers and practitioners
interested on information and
communication technologies,
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including data
communication networking,
e-business, optical
communication systems,
security and cryptography,
signal processing and
multimedia applications, and
wireless networks and mobile
systems.
SWISM 2017,
Turin, Italy

28-30 June
2017

CeRICT

FORTH training 10-14 July
school, BigStorage 2017
project

CA

INDIN 2017,
Emden, Germany

24-26 July
2017

TUT

SECPID 2017,
Reggio Calabria,
Italy

29August - TECNALIA
2
September
2017

Cloud days’ 2017

6-7
September
2017

SecSE 2017, Oslo, 14-15
Norway
September
2017

The 12th
International

19-21
September

Scientific
Conference

Umberto Villano from
CERICT attended and
discussed how security SLA
management could improve
security.

PhD Training School Session describing risk
analysis and decision support
systems in multi-cloud
applications.
Scientific
Conference

TUT presented this paper and
emphasized the importance of
one of the core technologies
used by MUSA (i.e. access
control) by showing its
applicability in other
domains. The paper also
raised awareness for MUSA
project.

Scientific
Conference

Tecnalia presented the
MUSA Modeller in SECPID
Workshop within ARES
conference and chaired one
of the sessions.

MI

Technology
professionals,
Technology Vendors
and academia

MI presented the possible
deployments of MMT
monitoring solution in cloud
based environments.

TECNALIA

Scientific
Conference

MI

Technology
professionals,

Tecnalia presented the
MUSA SLA-based Security
Assurance within the SECSE
workshop dedicated to Secure
Software Engineering in
DevOps and Agile
Development.
Networking and discussion
about cloud cyber-security.
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Conference on
2017
Risks and Security
of Internet and
Systems, Dinard,
France
CloudWATCH2
Cloud Summit
Europe and DPSP
Workshop,
Amsterdam,
Netherlands

19-20
September
2017

International
Conference on
Testing Software
and Systems, StPetersburg, Russia
IEEE SPC
Workshop 2017,
Las Vegas, NV
USA

26

Technology Vendors
and academia

TECNALIA,
CeRICT, CA

Technology
professionals,
Technology
Vendors, Scientists

Tecnalia organized the
Second joint workshop of the
DPSP Cluster where MUSA
framework was demonstrated
by CeRICT and CA. MUSA
new poster was also
disseminated.

9-11
October
2017

MI

Scientific
Conference

Invited speaker to present
security monitoring for
different fields (cloud
included).

9-11
October,
2017

TECNALIA

Scientific
Conference

Tecnalia presented the
MUSA Security Assurance
for Multi-cloud DevOps
within the 3rd Workshop on
Security and Privacy in the
Cloud organized within IEEE
Conference on
Communications and
Network Security.

IECON 2017,
Beijing, China

29 Oct -1
Nov 2017

TUT

Scientific
Conference

TUT presented the paper
which paved the roadmap for
the application of threat
modelling and risk analysis
methodologies used in
MUSA in other distributed
environments i.e., distributed
embedded devices in this
case. The paper also raised
awareness for MUSA project.

SOCNE 2017,
Beijing, China

29 Oct -1
Nov 2017

TUT

Scientific
Conference

TUT presented the paper
which was based on the
algorithm used in the TUT
use case to analyse user data
and identify their activities.
The paper also raised
awareness for MUSA project.

MI

Industrial event

The event covers the subject
of Cyber Threat Intelligence
(CTI) and is named CTI-EU.

CTI – EU | Bonding 30-31
EU Cyber Threat October
Intelligence. Rome, 2017
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It is organized by ENISA
with the support of various
EU services.

Cybersecurity
10
conference in
November
Telecom ParisTech, 2017
Paris, France

MI

Milipol: World
21-23
Congress for
November
Internal Security of 2017
States, Paris, France

MI

Cesar: Conference
on data protection
against cyberthreats, Rennes,
France

27-29
November
2017

MI

Scientific conference Networking and discussion
about cloud cyber-security.

Industrial event

Networking and discussion
about cloud cyber-security.

Technology
Networking and discussion
professionals,
about cloud cyber-security
Technology
monitoring.
Vendors, Scientists

In the next subsections, we also outline two major dissemination and exploitation initiatives of MUSA
that are very relevant as they have been promoted by the European Commission to boost both
dissemination and exploitation activities. The first one is an activity in which MUSA participated in
October 2016 and the second one is a future activity planned beyond project end.

3.1.3 MUSA at Brokering & Pitching Event
The European Commission (DG RTD) has set up a Common Support Center to help selected projects
for free with the exploitation of their research results with the aim to facilitate the go-to-market step.
The participation of MUSA in the Brokering and Pitching Event organized as part of this support
service (on 3rd October 2016, in Brussels) is explained in deliverable D7.4 Final Exploitation plan.

3.1.4 MUSA at Common Dissemination Booster
Following the path started in the collaboration with CloudWATCH2 for maturing the MUSA market
readiness, our MUSA project together with other 9 projects in the DPSP Cluster (CREDENTIAL,
PRISMACLOUD, SECURECLOUD, SERECA, SPECS, SUNFISH, SWITCH, TREDISEC,
UNICORN) applied for the EC Common Dissemination Booster services to extend the project
dissemination to boost exploitation activities. The services will support dissemination activities of our
group of projects, which has common interests and commonalities in their results, offering
professional dissemination activity support at no extra cost to maximise the project results.
The EC has approved 3 applications of the group of projects that will participate in Service 1, Service
4 and Service 5 from the five services in the portfolio:
•
•
•
•

Service 1: Portfolio Identification Service – Define your portfolio of results and
attributes in common across the cluster
Service 2: Stakeholder/End-user mapping – Identify and prioritise your stakeholders
and build the networks you need to reach them.
Service 3: Portfolio Dissemination Plan Development – Plan how to use dissemination
tools to reach the right audience in the right way at the right time.
Service 4: Portfolio Dissemination Capacity building – Learn the skills you need to
improve your dissemination
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Service 5: Dissemination Campaign in Practice - Hands-on support on delivering your
dissemination campaigns

The services will be offered to the projects for free and will start on January 2018. Even if MUSA will
be over for that time, the partners in MUSA are very interested in these novel services that will make
our dissemination more effective and ultimately encourage MUSA presence through effective and
professional dissemination of our results to the market.

3.1.5 Other publications and electronic media
In addition to scientific publications and participation at events, the MUSA partners also disseminated
the MUSA project activities and the new available results on national press, mass media releases and
technical magazines, as reported in Table 3 and Table 4 respectively.
Table 3: List of publications in press and mass media in the period M19-M36
Dissemination
activity
Future
Clouds
Conference
(Organized
Lufthansa
Systems)

Link to activity

of https://futureofclou
ds.lhsystems.hu/

Date of Location Value for MUSA
release
Septem
ber
2016

Partner(s)

World
Wide

MUSA
Project LHS
general description

by

Announcement
of
the
Workshops
organised
by
CloudWATCH2
and
DPSP
Cluster within
Cloud
Expo
2017

https://www.cloudw March
atchhub.eu/32017
workshops-cloudsecurity-expo%E2%80%93strategically-planyour-adoptioncloud-services

World
Wide

Attract attendees to Tecnalia
MUSA workshop in
Cloud Expo 2017.

MUSA as part
of the DPSP
Cluster in Cloud
Expo 2017

https://www.cybers
sbytecnalia.com/co
ntent/events/cloudexpo-europe-2017

March
2017

World
Wide

Attract attendees to Tecnalia
DPSP booth to watch
MUSA
project
demos.

CLARUS
together
with
MUSA
and
DPSP Cluster in
Cloud
Expo
2017

http://www.clarusse
cure.eu/events/claru
s-showcase-itsinnovations-cloudsecurity-expo-1516-march-2017

March
2017

World
Wide

Attract attendees to Montimage
DPSP booth to watch
MUSA
project
demos.

Cyberwatching.
eu
The
European watch
on
Cybersecurity
and Privacy

https://www.cyberw June
atching.eu/services/ 2017
catalogue-ofservices/musa

World
Wide

MUSA
Project Tecnalia
general description
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ber
2017

World
Wide
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CloudWatch
Project
description

http://www.cloudw
atchhub.eu/serviceo
ffers/musa-multicloud-secureapplications

MUSA
Project Tecnalia
general
description
and recent results

Coordinando
Proyectos
H2020

https://info.beaz.biz Novem
kaia.eus/wpber
content/uploads/201 2017
7/11/3_Coordinaci
%C3%B3nProyectosH2020_ErkudenRios.pdf

World
MUSA
Project Tecnalia
Wide
general
description
(Spanish) and experiences in
coordinating
the
project.

MUSA
final
results
announcement
in
Tecnalia
Express

http://info.tecnalia.l
ocal/express/2017/1
2/14/tecnaliafinaliza-con-exitoel-proyectoeuropeo-musa/

Decem
ber
2017

Tecnalia
staff
(1400
people)

MUSA
project Tecnalia
successful
end
announcement
and
publicity of MUSA
open
source
repositories
and
DPSP Cluster.

MUSA
final
results
announcement
in
Tecnalia’s
Cybersecurity
and
Safety
website.

https://www.cybers
sbytecnalia.com/co
ntent/tecnaliafinishessuccessfully-musaeuropean-project

Decem
ber
2017

World
Wide

MUSA
project Tecnalia
successful
end
announcement
and
publicity of MUSA
open
source
repositories
and
DPSP Cluster.

Furthermore, we have submitted/published a publication to 5 technical magazines, as reported in Table
4.
Table 4: List of publications in Technical magazines in the period M19-M36
Target
magazine

Title

Submission
date

Partner(s)

17th May 2016

TUT, CeRICT,
Tecnalia

Multi-cloud
http://www.cloudstrategymag.co 20th July 2016
Computing:
m/articles/86332-multi-cloudSelect the right computing
cloud services
for a more agile
development
process

AIMES, LHS,
CA

ERCIM
Managing
News (Online security
in
Magazine)
distributed
computing: Self
protective multicloud
applications
Cloud
Strategy
Magazine

URL
http://ercimnews.ercim.eu/en107/ri/managing-security-indistributed-computing-selfprotective-multi-cloudapplications
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Innotéka
Magazine
(Hungarian
Language)

(Bárány)felhő
http://www.innoteka.hu/cikk/bar 8th
November, LHS
alapú
any_felho_alapu_szamitastechni 2016
számítástechnik ka.1425.html
a

Cloud
Strategy
Magazine

Multi-Cloud In https://www.cloudstrategymag.c 4th
December, CA, AIMES,
The Context Of om/articles/86831-multi-cloud- 2017
TECNALIA
Market
in-the-context-of-marketVerticals
verticals

InfoSecurity Challenges for (Awaiting
publication
Magazine
https://www.infosecuritySecurity
DevOps
in magazine.com)
multi-cloud
environments in progress

in 22nd
2017

December Tecnalia, TUT,
CERICT

3.2 Per partner academic and industrial dissemination activities
3.2.1 Academic dissemination activities
3.2.1.1 CERICT
Being an academic partner, CeRICT members are involved in several teaching and research activities
and the MUSA innovative aspects were illustrated in different seminars and presentations.
CeRICT dissemination activities included a wide participation to conferences, workshop and seminars
on multi-cloud, SLA, and security themes. CeRICT was very active in publishing multi-partners
papers in conferences and workshop like CISIS 2016, CISIS 2017, INCOS 2016, CLOSER 2016,
CLOSER 2017, GPC 2017, WETICE 2016, WETICE 2017, SPC 2017. CeRICT also organized a
workshop within the GPC2017 conference and co-organized, together with Montimage, the 12th
TAROT Summer school for PhD students and researchers.
As a positive consequence, many young researchers and students have been involved in the project. In
particular, in this reporting period, three MS students completed their theses on innovative topics
related to Security SLA and Security by Design. Furthermore, one master student will prepare his final
thesis in Montimage premises at the beginning of next year. The students’ activities complemented the
results obtained by the project and contributed to advance the state of the art on Security SLAs.
In addition to these, CeRICT was invited to present MUSA innovative results in a variety of industrial
events. A full list of events is reported in Table 2; amongst others, it worth mentioning the following
three events for their value for MUSA future exploitation activities:
•

Cloud Forward 2016, held in Madrid in October 2016, where the CeRICT partner participated
to the DPSP and NATRES Clusters and presented one paper on the risk analysis and SLA
generation tools. CeRICT had face-to-face meeting with other EU project participants.

•

Cloud Expo 2017, held in London in March 2017, where CeRICT illustrated MUSA
framework and distributed MUSA flyers to possible interested industrial partners, in order to
prepare future exploitation actions. CeRICT had face-to-face meeting with other EU project
participants (appHub, SLA-Ready).

•

CloudWATCH2 Cloud Summit Europe 2017, held in Amsterdam September 2017, where
CeRICT, in collaboration with TECNALIA and CA, illustrated the MUSA Deployer and the
SLA generator tool in a demo session. CeRICT had face-to-face meeting with other EU
project participants.
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3.2.1.2 TUT
Tampere University of Technology is involved in teaching and research activities. As it concerns
MUSA project, TUT has been involved in several dissemination activities through active participation
in different scientific conferences as highlighted in Table 2.
The contribution of TUT in the MUSA project has been made possible by a team of young, dedicated
and enterprising researchers and students who have worked passionately to actualize TUT’s
responsibilities in the MUSA project, which majorly has been the development of the Tampere Smart
Mobility (TSM) multi-cloud application and the implementation of the Tampere case study.
At the moment, two MS students have completed their theses while four other students are working on
their theses on different topics related to multi-cloud security.

3.2.2 Industrial dissemination activities
3.2.2.1 TECNALIA
As coordinators of the MUSA project, Tecnalia has actively participated in the dissemination activities
of the project, oriented to attract both academic and industrial audiences. The participation in MUSA
and the project portfolio of solutions within the MUSA framework directly fits Tecnalia’s Cloud group
and Cybersecurity group strategies. Tecnalia coordinates and participates in other (multi-)cloud
projects like DECIDE and SHIELD, which solutions, together with MUSA’s, will enlarge the cloud
solution portfolio in several areas like cloud brokers, deployers, privacy-aware cloud supporting
technologies, etc.
At the academic level, Tecnalia has led and collaborated in the submission of a number of papers. We
have actively participated in SECPID 2017 presenting the MUSA Modeller and chairing one of the
sessions. Tecnalia has also led the participation in SECSE 2017 and SPC 2017 presenting the MUSA
Security Assurance methods. We have also participated in the Digitalization Cases Springer book, in
the presentation and demonstration of MUSA in TAROT 2017 summer school, and contributed to
many other scientific publications with the partners such as Multi-cloud Applications Security
Monitoring (GPC 2017), MUSA Deployer: Deployment of Multi-cloud Applications (in WETICE 2017
and extension in IJGUC 2017).
Tecnalia has been one of the major contributors to the project Newsletters, and updated versions of
project website, posters, brochures, communication materials, etc.
Further, the PhD on MUSA framework by the project coordinator has being progressing as planned
and will be pushed in 2018.
The coordination of the Data Protection, Security and Privacy Cluster by Tecnalia has also strongly
pushed the dissemination of project results within the research community as explained in Section
3.3.1.
At the industry level, Tecnalia has coordinated the participation of MUSA in industry relevant events
like Cloud Security Expo 2017 (see Section 3.3.1.5), CloudScape Brazil 2017 (3.3.1.6) and Net
Futures 2016 (3.3.1.4, 3.3.1.4).
The DPSP Workshops were SMEs and industries were invited were also organized by Tecnalia (see
Section 3.3.1.3).
Tecnalia participated in October 2016 at the Elevator Pitch together with Victor Muntés from CA and
collaborated in the identification and shaping of the value proposition as well as the preparation of the
pitch.
Tecnalia has also coordinated the application of MUSA to participate in Q1 of year 2018 at the
Common Dissemination booster to further push the market approach of MUSA results.
We have also coordinated the dialog and relationship with the MODAClouds Multi-cloud alliance
with the aim to get MUSA within the alliance and create an EU-wide network of experts on innovative
multi-cloud solutions.
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3.2.2.2 MONTIMAGE
Montimage participated in several industrial events to disseminate the results of the MUSA project
mainly by attending different innovation clusters e.g., the Cloud & DevOps Word 2017 in London,
UK, the Cloud days’ 2017 in Nancy, France, and the Conference on data protection against cyberthreats in Rennes, France. Besides, Montimage participated in French events related to cyber-security
issues (e.g., CESAR conference, Milipol world congress) and it was the opportunity to disseminate the
result of the project mainly related to the MUSA Security Assurance Platform.
Montimage also participated in the organization of the 3rd edition of STAM workshop and in the
dissemination of the MUSA project results by providing scientific lectures in TAROT summer school
2017 (mainly related to security monitoring of cloud and multi-cloud based environments).
Montimage was also active in publishing multi-partners papers in conferences and workshop like GPC
2017, PSI 2017, SecSE 2017 and SPC 2017.

3.2.2.3 AIMES
MUSA literature and project overview has formed part of the AIMES Corporate brochures and
presentations. Such literature has circulated at a number of events, on AIMES website and in a
significant number of presentations that have been delivered to customers and prospects alike.
Such events are as follows:
•

NHS Innovation Expo 2015, 2016 and 2017,

•

EHI Live 2015, 2016, 2017,

•

Innovation Agency (Various 2015-2017).

AIMES has also contributed to the Cloud Strategy Magazine articles publication in August 2016 and
in December 2017 (see Table 4).
AIMES brought about the early collaboration with the Data Centre Alliance (DCA) [2] in 2015, which
sought to seek synergies between the Alliance, its members and applicable projects. Nevertheless,
their collaboration with MUSA progresses slowly.

3.2.2.4 CA
As an industrial partner, CA has disseminated the results of the MUSA project in several industrial
events. Some of these are worth detailing because of their value for MUSA and for future exploitation
activities, involving both end users and internal development and management units:
•

API days: CA products in the API security and Management space have led to frequent
involvement in industrial meetings and seminars. CA UK Strategic Research was invited to
deliver one of 3 keynotes at the Paris event that took place in December 2016. The theme of
securing APIs was expanded to include the MUSA research as evidence of securing cloud
services. This was the main topic of the CA contribution to an audience of 200 industrial and
technology specialists.

•

CA Development and Product Management Briefings: CA UK in Strategic Research holds an
annual briefing for senior security business unit executive. This was held in the CA Santa
Clara office in Silicon Valley. The Meeting in February 2015 focused on the plans for
building multi-cloud secure applications in the MUSA project. The theme was developed to
include service and API selection and discussed in a number of meetings with CA Security
and API Management business unit executives. Although there were some specific
exploitation discussions, many of the attendees expressed a general interest. This was repeated
for a different constituency of CA staff in February 2016.

•

CA Pre-Sales Briefing: Periodically CA Strategic Research has briefed Pre-Sales staff on
innovation, Research Projects and have used the MUSA project as an example of good
practice.
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•

Elevator Pitch within the EC Common Support Centre: the event took place in October 2016
in Brussels and Victor Muntés from CA Strategic Research was the presenter. Although the
event was a clear exploitation activity, it was also an opportunity to do networking and to
disseminate MUSA among the 11 cloud projects that participated in the event. See more
information on the event in Section 3.1.3.

•

Brokerage event Mobile World Congress (MWC): two members of CA Strategic Research
(Victor Muntés and Smrati Gupta) participated in the Mobile World Congress that took place
in Barcelona in February-March, 2017. In the brokerage event, they had the chance to interact
with different companies to discuss MUSA and to understand their use of multi-clouds. They
also sought to validate the MUSA approach through a survey and to identify the research
loopholes that may be addressed through the lifecycle of the project and beyond. The survey
was aimed at understanding the challenges that are faced in industrial environment with the
use of multi-clouds, especially in the security arena.

•

Portability workshop: Peter Matthews, as leader of MUSA WP3, attended on May 2017 an
open workshop organized by the European Commission named "Data and application
portability in the cloud: current challenges & policy scenarios". The aim of the workshop was
to bring together a group of relevant European actors in the field of cloud portability, and
MUSA was invited as expert to participate at the workshop where the outcomes of the study
were presented. See more information on the event in Section 3.3.53.1.3.

•

FORTH Institute of Computer Science training school: BigStorage is a European Training
Network (ETN) whose main goal is to train future data scientists in order to take advantage of
a data-overwhelmed world, which requires HPC and Cloud infrastructures with a redefinition
of storage architectures. The ETN organizes different events and training schools, and CA
Strategic Research participated in the training school that took place in Greece in July 2017.
Victor Muntés did a 2-hour session in multi-cloud applications and disseminating MUSA by
describing the risk analysis tool and the decision support systems.

CA Agile Management: during the months of September, October and November of 2017 CA
Strategic Research has participated in several meetings (via videoconference and face-to-face) with
members of CA Agile Management to present MUSA and, in particular, to show the Agile risk
manager.

3.2.2.5 LUFTHANSA SYSTEMS
As a use case partner, Lufthansa Systems used company internal events to present our involvement in
MUSA and the results taken so far with the use case application and the use of the MUSA tools and
framework to tackle security topics in the DevOps process.
During the TAROT summer school 2017 in Naples LHS experts participated to learn new test
methodologies and strategies related to security topics. Current test strategies in use or planned at LHS
were presented in some short talks by these experts from LHS.
Several activities to design and implement a company-wide multi-cloud testbed were supported by
members of the LHS MUSA team, with their knowledge and expertise gained in the MUSA project
with respect to multi-cloud application design and security considerations.

3.3 Networking and cooperation with other research projects and external
organizations
The networking activities category consists of activities performed by MUSA, in collaboration with
other related FP7 and H2020 projects seeking for greater impact of the project results or synergies in
research topics and dissemination interests. Table 5 lists all the activities executed on this specific
category, along with their expected value for MUSA and the preliminary benefits obtained in the
project lifetime.
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Furthermore, MUSA has been actively involved in two of the four Clusters of European Projects on
Cloud (https://eucloudclusters.wordpress.com/) launched in April 2015 by the DG-CNNECT. Below
we provide detailed information on this work.

3.3.1 Coordination of the DPSP Cluster
The MUSA coordinator is also the coordinator of the Data Protection, Security and Privacy in the
Cloud (DPSP) Cluster (https://eucloudclusters.wordpress.com/data-protection-security-and-privacyin-the-cloud/), whose primary goal is to prepare an environment where projects funded by the
European Commission can interact, find synergies among them and join forces for increasing their
impact. It focuses on the collaboration among members on technical aspects as well as on the
identification of trends in the relevant markets and on engaging in innovative ways to address such
trends.
By the end of 2017, 29 projects participate in the DPSP Cluster with a total EU funding of
approximately €93M, corresponding to 21 projects funded in H2020 (€71M), 6 projects in FP7
(€17M), and 2 projects in CIP (€5M). The currently involved 30 projects are: MUSA, CLARUS,
ESCUDO-CLOUD, SERECA, SLALOM, SLA-READY, SWITCH, PAASWORD, SPECS,
A4CLOUD, TRESCCA, CLIPS, COCO CLOUD, WITDOM, TREDISEC, STRATEGIC,
PRISMACLOUD, SECCORD, CLOUDWATCH, CLOUDWATCH2, APPHUB, SUNFISH,
CREDENTIAL, OPERANDO, SECURECLOUD, UNICORN, DITAS, EUBRASILCLOUDFORUM,
RESTASSURED, SAFECLOUD.
Since its creation in April 2015, the Cluster has set the basis for a fruitful collaboration among the
members, creating the Cluster website, the intranet as well as multiple dissemination materials such as
the logo, the poster and the leaflet. The Cluster meets every month by teleconference and organizes the
work and joint activities both for academic and industrial dissemination. The Cluster serves as a
network of experts on Cloud security and privacy with a comprehensive catalogue of innovative
solutions for trustworthy cloud services in the European Digital Single Market.

3.3.1.1 DPSP Cluster whitepapers and public documents
Four major public documents have been issued by the Cluster already:
•

The
Map
of
synergies
between
the
clustered
projects
available
at:
https://eucloudclusters.files.wordpress.com/2015/05/dpsp_cluster_map-of-synergies_v2-0.pdf.
This report identifies the commonalities and gaps in research topics, technological approaches
and innovations of the projects. The Cluster is currently working in an updated version of the
map including the recently added member projects.

•

The Whitepaper on data protection, security and privacy challenges of trustworthy multicloud
applications
in
the
Digital
Single
Market,
available
at:
https://eucloudclusters.files.wordpress.com/2015/05/dpspcluster-whitepaper-v3-1.pdf. In this
Whitepaper, the need of further research on cloud technologies’ security was identified,
particularly towards the full completion of the DSM Initiative #14: Free flow of data. For
example, it was identified the need of extending the research on: security- and privacy-bydesign in cloud, full control of data flow, efficient searchable encryption, fully secure APIs,
Security-aware SLA management support, Definition and enactment of fine-grained security
policies, Continuous control of security and privacy conditions and obligations and adherence
to them, Efficient secure and privacy-preserving multi-tenancy in Infrastructure, Platform and
Software as a Service models and Cloud Security Certification. Some of these challenges such
as those related to security SLAs and continuous control were directly identified from the
research done in the MUSA project.

•

The Whitepaper on Cloud technology options towards Free Flow of Data, available at:
https://eucloudclusters.files.wordpress.com/2015/05/dpspcluster-whitepaperffd_v1-3.pdf. The
document is the result of the collaborative effort of the clustered projects, and it collects the
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technology outcomes from the projects that help to solve some of the issues raised by the Free
Flow of Data (FFD) initiative of the Digital Single Market. The Whitepaper briefly describes
and provides references to the technologies, methodologies, models, and tools researched and
developed by the projects mapped to the ten areas of work of the Free Flow of Data initiative.
The aim is to facilitate the identification of the state-of-the-art of technology options towards
solving the data security and privacy challenges posed by the Free Flow of Data initiative in
Europe.
•

The
DPSP
Cluster
presentation,
available
at:
https://eucloudclusters.files.wordpress.com/2015/05/dpsp_cluster_cloudexpo2017-vfinal.pdf .
The presentation describes the objectives of the cluster and gives reference to the integrating
projects. The Cluster is currently working in an updated version of this presentation including
the recently added member projects.

3.3.1.2 DPSP Cluster Working groups’ face-to-face meetings
As part of the cluster activities, MUSA organized the following face-to-face meetings of the Cluster
members within conferences and events. This were internal meetings of the Cluster members to
further plan and coordinate the activities of the Cluster in the period.
•

Cloud Forward 2015 conference, 7th October 2015, Pisa. The meeting served the members to
get to know each other and organize the structure and collaboration means of the Cluster.

•

Net Futures 2016, 21st April 2016, Brussels (http://netfutures2016.eu/dpsp-cluster/). A face-toface Cluster meeting was organized at the Net Futures 2016 event to organize further joint
whitepapers and activities such as the participation in Cloud Forward.

•

Cloud Forward 2016, 18th October 2016, Madrid. This face-to-face meeting was organized to
mainly discuss the contents of the Whitepaper on Free Flow of Data.

•

Cloud Expo 2017, 5th March 2017, London. This face-to-face meeting was organized to
finalise the contents of the Whitepaper on Free Flow of Data and organize possible joint
events in year 2017.

•

Net Futures 2017, 28th June 2017, Brussels. This face-to-face meeting aimed at getting to
know new projects joining the Cluster (SecureCloud, SERECA, UNICORN, DITAS,
EUBrasilCloudFORUM) and showcase the results of those projects with mature offerings.
The organization of a second Joint Workshop of the Cluster was also discussed.

3.3.1.3 DPSP Cluster Workshops
In addition, MUSA co-organized two joint Workshops of the DPSP Cluster where clustered projects
had the opportunity to show projects’ proof-of-concepts and ideas to Cluster members and industries
participating in the workshop:
•

The First joint Workshop of DPSP Cluster (https://eucloudclusters.wordpress.com/dataprotection-security-and-privacy-in-the-cloud/#workshop ) that was held in Napoli, Italy on the
23rd February 2016. At the workshop, the clustered projects had the opportunity to show the
project results and discuss on the challenges identified in the Whitepaper for H2020 WP 20182019. The workshop included two interesting panels of experts, both cluster members and
industry stakeholders, which debated technical and legal issues on data protection, security
and privacy in cloud, with special emphasis on security- and privacy-aware Service Level
Agreements for cloud services. There were more than 80 researchers and industry experts
attending the event and, after very interesting demo sessions, we were able to collect a lot of
feedback on the MUSA solution.

• The Second joint Workshop of DPSP Cluster was held in Amsterdam, on the 20th of
September 2017, in conjunction with the CloudWATCH2 final event on Cloud Summit
Europe also named CloudWATCH Europe 2017. The project coordinators met and discussed
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the progress of their results and showcased their innovations. An almost final version of
MUSA solution was demonstrated in the workshop, particularly the MUSA Risk Analysis (by
CA partner) and SLA Generator (by CeRICT partner) tools.

3.3.1.4 DPSP Cluster Booth at Net Futures 2016
One of the major joint activities of the cluster in 2016 was the organization of a common booth within
Net Futures 2016 event in Brussels on the 21st April 2016 (http://netfutures2016.eu/dpsp-cluster/). The
Cluster booth served to present and demonstrate some of the main results of MUSA and other
clustered projects. The European Commissioner for Digital Economy and Society, Günther Oettinger,
visited the booth where the Cluster coordinator presented him the major results so far and stressed the
importance of the research on privacy and security issues in Cloud for the Free Flow of Data initiative
within the EU Digital Single Market.
During the conference, the Cluster also organized the Cluster presentation where the Cluster results in
2015 were presented as well as the Cluster face-to-face meeting of the working groups.

3.3.1.5 DPSP Cluster at Cloud Security Expo 2017 and Cloud Expo 2017
The DPSP Cluster participated at the Cloud Security Expo 2017 (15-16 March 2017, London) with the
Booth No. 1239, organized by DPSP Cluster and MUSA coordinator, where the innovations from
CLARUS, CREDENTIAL, PRISMACLOUD, MUSA, CLOUDWATCH2, OPERANDO, SWITCH,
PAASWORD projects were presented.
The Cluster also organised three interesting discussion sessions and some members of the Cluster
participated as speakers in the event presenting the Cluster and advances from the projects, as shown
in next table.
Particularly, MUSA coordinator presented the cluster and the MUSA SLA generation and monitoring
mechanisms were presented by Prof. Massimiliano Rak (CeRICT partner in MUSA).
The workshop organized by MUSA in conjunction with Arthur’s Legal (experts in data protection
regulation for cloud services, partners in SLALOM) was named “Selecting and Switching Cloud
Service Providers: The Challenges” and discussed two very relevant topics for MUSA: a) The
challenges for switching cloud providers and avoiding lock in and b) the challenges of application and
data portability.
The collaboration with Arthur’s Legal on challenges of Switching Cloud Service Providers continued
later as explained in Section 3.3.5.
Table 5: Workshops and Speeches by DPSP Cluster at Cloud Expo 2017
Day
Day 1

Time
10:30 11:50

Workshop Title
Selecting and Switching Cloud Service
Providers: The Challenges

Day 1

14:00 –
14:50

Essentials towards a secure cloud for the Digital
Single Market and future cloud market

Day 1

16:00 –
16:50

GDPR Clinic - European General Data
Protection Regulation: a Strategic Compliance
Approach

Paolo Balboni (ICT
Legal)

Time
14:50 –
15:15

Speech Title
Should Telcos Compete Or Partner With Cloud
Service Providers? & Can Mobile Operators

Speaker
Michel Drescher, Chair,
CW2

Day
Day 1

Chair
Peter Matthews (CA
Technologies) & Dimitra
Stefanatou (Arthur's
Legal)
James Mitchell, Frank
Sullivan, Nick Ferguson
(CloudWATCH2 – CW2)
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Day 1

15:50 –
16:15

Day 1

15:15 –
15:40

Day 2

12:20 –
12:45

Day 2

12:45 –
13:10
14:05 –
14:45

Day 2

Day 2

14:15 –
14:40

Offer Cloud Services?
Future 2027-The Next 10 Years-How Does The
Future Look For Cloud Service Providers And
Cloud Ecosystems
Controlling Risks by monitoring Cloud SLAs

Service Providers Roadmap to Revenue in 2017.
How to measure your performance from your
Clients Perspective.
The DPSP Cluster
Regulatory Issues Concerning Data Privacy –
What Do Cloud Service Providers And Users
Need To Understand?
Market and Technology Readiness Levels
(MTRL) – Why market readiness is important
for successful innovation launches
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Michel Drescher, Chair,
CW2
Massimiliano Rak (Univ.
of Campania Luigi
Vanvitelli), MUSA
Michel Drescher, Chair,
CW2
Erkuden Rios (Tecnalia),
MUSA
Paolo Balboni (Panel),
CW2
Frank Sullivan, Michel
Drescher, Frank Bennet,
CW2

3.3.1.6 DPSP Cluster at Cloudscape Brazil and WCN 2017
Organised by EUBRASILCLOUDFORUM project, a primary goal of Cloudscape Brazil 2017 was to
establish a productive dialogue between Brazilian stakeholders and the European research institutes
and businesses that are active in shaping an economy enabled by Big Data and Cloud Computing in
Europe. In this line, the DPSP Cluster together with other representatives from EU-funded research
projects attended the event to showcase cutting-edge results and Open Source Software available in
the CloudWATCH2 Service Offer catalogue, and which can serve as a reference to build the brandnew EUBrasilCloudFORUM marketplace. The Clusters of European Projects on Cloud presented
themselves and shared research trends and gaps in European markets, explained their proposals to
meet the near future demand for cloud solutions, and pushed new collaboration synergies.
The event took place on the 5-6 July 2017 in Sao Paolo (Brazil) and the agenda included on the 5th of
July a speech by the DPSP Cluster member Nicola Franchetto, Senior Associate of ICT Legal
Consulting who represented the view of the DPSP European Cluster in the Session 2: Towards 2020:
common priorities and challenges for the future of EU-Brazil Collaborative research. His speech on
Research and innovation needs in H2020 in the areas of Data Protection, Security and Privacy in the
Cloud, included a summary of the cluster objectives and the cluster view on the European General
Data Protection Regulation as a means for pushing a common legal framework between the regions.
MUSA was one of the contributors to the Cluster views on the subject, as reflected in the Whitepaper
on Cloud technology options towards Free Flow of Data (see Section 3.3.1.1).
The
final
report
of
the
event
can
be
found
here:
https://eubrasilcloudforum.eu/sites/default/files/EUBrasilCloudFORUM_CloudscapeBrazil_WCN201
7_postevent_with%20annexes_0.pdf

3.3.1.7 DPSP Cluster collaboration with European Commission
In addition to the whitepapers produced by the DPSP cluster members to help clarify the cloud
security and privacy innovation state-of-the-art and main challenges for Trustworthy Cloud
environments in Digital Single Market, the DPSP Cluster has directly collaborated providing the
members vies and inputs to the European Commission to enrich the research and innovation Work
Programmes.
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In this line, on the 7th of November 2016, Prof. Massimiliano Rak from CeRICT represented the
Cluster in the Post Consultation Workshop for the Consultation on Cloud Computing Research
Innovation Challenges for Work Programme 2018-2020 organised by the European Commission in
Brussels. There, he presented to EU project partners, including SME, academia and big enterprises,
the technical challenges and gaps identified by the Cluster on Cloud Security and privacy, as well as
proposed possible research topics for the next work programme. The presentation included a
description of main challenges and solutions proposed by MUSA, which is the coordinating project of
the Cluster.

3.3.1.8 DPSP Cluster supported Conferences
In 2017 the DPSP Cluster supported and helped to organise (“powered”) the 2nd Workshop on
Security, Privacy, and Identity Management in the Cloud (SECPID 2017). The Workshop was held in
conjunction with the ARES EU Projects Symposium 2017, held within ARES 2017 Conference
(August 29 – September 1, 2017, Reggio Calabria, Italy).
The MUSA project coordinator presented a paper on the MUSA Modeler at the conference and she
was one of the chairs of the Workshop, too.
More
information
on
SECPID
conference.eu/workshops/secpid-2017/

2017

Workshop

here:

https://www.ares-

More information on ARES 2017 Conference here: https://www.ares-conference.eu/
It is planned that in future years, the DPSP Cluster will continue supporting and helping SECPID
organisation.

3.3.2 Collaboration with NATRES and Future Cloud Clusters
MUSA was also one of the project members of the Novel approaches and technologies for Cloud
resource and service management (NATRES) Cluster, whose primary goal was to be a forum for
discussing the current research and innovation challenges encountered at infrastructure-as-a-service
level generated by the desire to improve the user experiences and the efficient use of the available
resources. The cluster researched on current research and innovation challenges encountered at
infrastructure-as-a-service clouds. It researched around the trends on integration of special devices
from high performance computing ones to mobile devices, the design of decentralized service-oriented
systems, the improvement of the virtualization technologies, the overcoming of portability and
interoperability issues, or the automation the organization and management of the beck-end resources.
The NATRES Cluster was merged in 2017 with the Interoperability Cluster now named Future
Cloud Cluster, coordinated by ATOS.
The MUSA partner CeRICT is responsible for the link with the NATRES Cluster and later with the
Future Cloud Cluster provided the needed contributions from the project.
During the first reporting period (M1-M18) MUSA participated at the NATRES Cluster meeting
organized during the Cloud Scape 2016 event in Brussel 8-9 March 2016 and during the Net Futures
2016 event in Brussels – 21 April 2016 (http://netfutures2016.eu/natres/) where the Cluster results in
2015 were presented, as well as presented and demonstrated some of the main results of MUSA and
other clustered projects. In the second period MUSA participated in the preparation of the final cluster
report (August 2016) and two main documents: the Map of Synergies between the projects and the
Challenges
towards
H2020
WP
2018-2019
(both
available
at:
https://eucloudclusters.wordpress.com/new-approaches-for-infrastructure-services/ ).

3.3.3 Collaboration with Cloud and H2020 projects
One of the main results of the collaboration with the Cloud Clusters is the opportunity to get in close
(and usually personal) contact with the coordinators and technical managers of the clustered projects.
Most of these projects were H2020 projects contemporary to MUSA, and some were previous (e.g.,
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SPECS project, which was coordinated by the MUSA partner CeRICT, and from which MUSA
extended a number of results) but some new projects from the latest calls recently joined the Cluster,
which allowed MUSA to be in close contact with the latest innovations proposed in the projects and
helped to better shape the value-added proposition of MUSA results compared to similar results in
other projects.
As explained above, as part of the work in the clusters, the analysis of commonalities and synergies in
research objectives and interest was carried out. This served to identify exploratory ways for which the
MUSA results could be based on or improved with existing works in some of the clustered projects.
Early collaboration took place with the Data Centre Alliance to try and create synergies between the
Data Centre Industry and cloud providers. From a MCSLA (Multi Cloud Service Level Agreement)
perspective, this would allow us to reference the SLAs that Data Centre operators provide, however
this collaboration did not bring about the required input.
Table 6 provides the summary of a number of collaboration activities carried out in the reporting
period.
Table 6: List of collaborations with other projects in the period M19-M36
Project name

MUSA
Partner
involved

Description of collaboration

Benefit for MUSA

FP7-ICT
PAASAGE
(http://www.paas
age.eu/ )

LHS

The CAMEL language by
PaaSage has been extended in
MUSA as the basis for the MUSA
IDE Modeller in order to model
the multi-cloud applications in
MUSA.

Create a MUSA IDE
Modeller on top of a
sound result that has been
already
validated
in
PaaSage use cases.

H2020 CLARUS
(http://www.claru
ssecure.eu/ )

MI

CLARUS is also working in a
number of privacy and security
mechanisms for cloud services.
There is a knowledge exchange
between the projects in order to
identify
the
feasibility
of
integrating
any
of
those
mechanisms in MUSA. The
monitoring tools of both projects
are being developed primarily by
MI partner, who plays the role of
liaison.

Enrich the portfolio of
enforcement
and
monitoring
services
offered in the MUSA
Security
Assurance
Platform.

H2020
SLAREADY
(http://slaready.eu/ )

-

The SLA-Ready is aimed at
making Cloud SLAs readily
usable in the EU private sector,
particularly by SMEs. They work
on
providing
a
common
understanding of Service Level
Agreements (SLAs) for Cloud
services
with
greater
standardization and transparency
to facilitate SMEs’ informed

Make the MUSA DST
feasible and seek its
commercial viability, by
increasing the automation
and
overcome
legal
constraints.
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decisions on what services to use,
what to expect and what to trust.
MUSA
follows
the
same
principles in the SLA Generator
and Decision Support Tool (DST).
Therefore, we are trying to adopt
the SLA-Ready results as much as
possible. See more details in
Section 3.3.5.
H2020
CSA
CloudWATCH2
(http://www.clou
dwatchhub.eu/ )

-

MUSA has continued its close
collaboration
with
CloudWATCH2, which main
objective is to help European R&I
initiatives capturing the value
proposition and business case as
well as improve their market
uptake. See details in Section
3.3.4

Improve
the
market
impact
of
MUSA
outcomes and align the
results with on-going
initiatives
of
cloud
standardization.

H2020
CSA
HOLA CLOUD
(http://www.hola
cloud.eu/ )

-

HOLA CLOUD project was the
organizer
of
the
CLOUD
FORWARD
conferenced
in
October 2016 and MUSA was an
active collaborator and participant
at the event. MUSA also helped in
the improvement of the HOLA
CLOUD Portal, the new discovery
engine for Research and Industry
in the field of Cloud Computing.

Improve the academic and
market impact of MUSA
outcomes.

H2020
CSA
AppHub
(http://apphub.eu.
com/ )

-

AppHub platform is the European
Open Source Market Place, aimed
at facilitating the dissemination of
open source software from
European collaborative projects.
MUSA is in collaboration with
them for better understanding of
the platform and the software
registration steps.

In MUSA there is a need
of increasing the impact
of the open source
outcomes of the project.
By the end of the project
it is expected that all
MUSA
open
source
results will be available
through the AppHub
marketplace.

FP7-ICT
COSSMIC
(http://cossmic.eu
/)

CERICT

CoSSMic (Collaborating Solar
powered Smart Micro-grids) is a
European project that has
developed a IoT platform for
connecting Smart Grids and offthe shelf devices in order to
optimize the utilization of green
energy. The platform was used to
validate the MUSA techniques.

CeRICT validated the
MUSA techniques in
secure IoT architectures
with Cloud providers as
backend.
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H2020
CREDENTIAL
(https://credential
.eu/ )

-

CREDENTIAL invited MUSA
and the DPSP Cluster to
participate in the SECPID
workshop within ARES.

Organised the SECPID
Workshop where MUSA
presented the Modeller.

H2020
PRISMACLOUD
(https://prismaclo
ud.eu/ )

-

PRISMACLOUD would like to
describe in a MUSA compliant
way four of the eight services they
are developing. They met with us
for planning the use in the future
of our SLA Assessment part of
SLA Generator.

Enrich MUSA Security
Assurance platform with
more
security
enforcement services.

H2020 DECIDE
(https://www.decid
e-h2020.eu/ )

TECNA
LIA,
AIMES.

The DECIDE broker architecture
studied the possibility to adopt
parts of MUSA.

Being the focus of
DECIDE on performance,
the approach adopted did
not finally include any
MUSA module. Study of
possible extension with
MUSA is still on-going
work.

H2020 SHIELD
(https://shield.ws.
azure.aimes.cloud
/)

TECNA
LIA,
AIMES

Under study whether MUSA
monitoring tools may fit in the
SHIELDS architecture.

Some of the mechanisms
of
MUSA
Security
Assurance platform could
be adopted for crossborder health systems.

FP7-ICT SPECS
(www.specsproject.eu )

CERICT

Adoption in MUSA of SPECS
SLA generator adapted and
extended to multi-cloud.

Build on top of wellknown
open-source
technologies.

FP7-ICT
MODACLOUDS
(http://www.mod
aclouds.eu/ )

CA

Participation in MODACLOUDS
Multi-cloud Alliance.

The Allice Agreement has
been revised to make the
network aligned with
MUSA interest and will
serve to publish MUSA
results.

H2020 EUREKA
(https://www.dce
ureca.eu/ )

AIMES

EUREKA looks to enforce the EU
Data Centre CoC upon the public
sector to better enforce best
practice within the DC Industry.

The
idea
was
to
incorporate the work
coming out of EUREKA
from
a
standards
perspective

H2020
ANASTACIA
(www.anastaciah2020.eu/ )

MI

ANASTACIA benefits from the
results of the MUSA project to
reuse the monitoring and reaction
parts of the MUSA security
assurance platform in the context
of IoT and cloud based
environments.

Exploitation of the MUSA
results related to the
MUSA
Security
Assurance Platform.
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SOFTFIRE
MONET2 (Open
Call
of
SOFTFIRE
https://www.softf
ire.eu/ )

MI

MONET takes advantage of the
MUSA experience on the dynamic
deployment of the Montimage
monitoring agents to monitor 5G
networks based on SDN/NFV
paradigms.
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Exploitation of the MUSA
results related to the
MUSA Deployer and
monitoring agents.

3.3.4 Collaboration with CloudWATCH and CloudWATCH2 projects
Special emphasis has to be made on the collaboration with CloudWATCH project due to its intensity,
impact and future prospect. The CloudWATCH project and its successor CloudWATCH2 (September
2015- August 2017) are two CSAs that aim to help turn best practices on interoperable clouds into
common practices, overcoming challenging issues like standardization, interoperability and
transparent pricing and better uptake of new services.
The CloudWATCH2 - Think Cloud Services for Government, Business and Research built on the
outputs of CloudWATCH, and run until August 2017 seeking the sustainable competitiveness for the
wider uptake of new cloud services and products from European research and innovation initiatives.
The MUSA project has collaborated with CloudWATCH and CloudWATCH2 projects in a number of
work streams, as described below:
•

Cloud security standardization profiles definition: with the aim to better align the MUSA
results with existing cloud standardization initiatives works, MUSA has collaborated with
CloudWATCH in trying to define cloud security standard profiles that can serve cloud
providers, and cloud consumers have greater transparency in security and privacy features of
cloud service offerings. As part of this activity, MUSA (Tecnalia) participated in the Towards
secure and trusted cloud services in Europe Workshop organized by CloudWATCH, on the
24 September 2015 in Brussels. Workshop agenda and presentations can be found in
CloudWATCH website here: http://www.cloudwatchhub.eu/towards-secure-and-trustedcloud-services-europe
The 30 participants at the workshop represented seven standards development organizations
(SDO), and more than 20 EC-funded projects. The SDO presented their works in cloud
standards, with no much advances from what was already identified by MUSA in deliverable
D7.5 Standards analysis and strategy plan. MUSA interests and future services on cloud
security were fitted into the so called Trusted Public Clouds for Government profile [3] . The
clustering of EC-funded projects defined by CloudWATCH intended to identify main standard
profiles needed and it was based on the characterization of the project innovations with respect
to the cloud basic characteristics in cloud definition by NIST SP 800-145 [4] . During the
workshop it was discussed that the NIST definition characteristics were too basic for a
relevant clustering of the projects and many more IT service characteristics are applicable that
are not specific to cloud computing. Besides, it was identified that it is certainly agreeable that
Privacy characteristics should not be subsumed under “Advanced Security” of NIST
definition.
The work for better clustering the projects and identifying the needed cloud standard profiles
continued by CloudWATCH2 and MUSA helped in contributing to the surveys, providing
feedback for improving the clustering tool used, etc.

2

New project that started in November 15th 2017. No specific eb site is available yet.
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is

published

here:

•

Participation at Unit E2 Software Services and Cloud Concertation meetings: MUSA has
actively participated in three concertation meetings of H2020 projects from unit "Cloud and
software" organized at:
o Net Futures 2015 by CloudWATCH (25th March 2015), During the concertation
meeting in 2015, the MUSA project objectives were presented to the audience by the
MUSA coordinator. Besides, MUSA was present at the cloud services catalogue
named: From cloud computing and software technologies research into innovative
services for the European digital single market - A portfolio of offers for trusted and
secure services [5] , that CloudWATCH issued with the inputs of the projects.
o Net Futures 2016 by CloudWATCH2 (20th April 2016) The concertation meeting in
2016 slightly changed the format in order to seek greater impact of the projects.
Instead of individual project results presentations, the Clusters’ results was presented.
MUSA coordinator presented the DPSP Cluster results as explained in section 3.3.1.
o Net Futures 2017 by CloudWATCH2 (28th June 2017). Similarly, in 2017 the progress
of the activities and results of the DPSP Cluster were presented by the MUSA
coordinator and the MUSA project solution was presented as one of the examples of
the clustered projects’ results. The MUSA coordinator participated in the “Market &
Technology Readiness - Getting from Project to Product” session panel too describing
the experience of the project in the service offered by CloudWATCH2 (see below).
MUSA was included in the Catalogue: Home-grown, European Cloud and Software
Services3.

•

Participation at CloudWATCH2 Cloud Summit Europe, also named CLOUDWATCH2
Europe 2017, Enabling Innovation, Research and Growth in ICT for the Digital Single Market
(http://www.cloudwatchhub.eu/summit17)
The partners Tecnalia, CeRICT and CA were present at the event and participated at the DPSP
Cluster workshop on the 19th September 2017 and on the CLOUDWATCH2 Europe 2017
held the following day in Amsterdam.
CloudWATCH2 organised a number of panel-driven conversations very relevant for MUSA
about the Business case for the adoption of cloud standards, Trusted and transparent cloud
services for innovation and growth in Europe, Essentials for managing risk in the cloud,
GDPR, etc.
MUSA participated at the Poster gallery of the event too.

•

Cloud Security Interoperability Policy workshop
CloudWATCH2 organised a Cloud Interoperability Plugfest on the topic of cloud security at
the Cloud Security Alliance EMEA event, Madrid, 14th November 2016. The venue was
selected specifically to attract participation from cloud security experts.
Five EC cloud projects were represented by six participants: CloudWATCH2 (also as
contributor), MUSA, Witdom, Credential and PrismaCloud, plus one independent consultant
not affiliated with any of the EC funded cloud projects.
The MUSA presentation was followed by an interesting discussion about the emergence of
multi-cloud technologies, and how the security mechanisms applied to traditional cloud

3

http://www.cloudwatchhub.eu/sites/default/files/CloudWATCH2_Technology-Round-up-%26-MarketReadiness-Report_vFinal.pdf
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deployments might not be enough for multi-cloud, where new challenges arise and specific
security threats need to be considered, faced and defeated.
•

Wider uptake of MUSA results: in order to push the exploitation activities in MUSA and
seeking the future market uptake of our exploitable results, we have set a close collaboration
with CloudWATCH2, who has given us advice on how to best approach the market, by for
example initiating collaborations with IT SME organizations at local market (e.g., AMETIC in
Spain). The collaboration of CloudWATCH2helped the project in better addressing the market
through knowledge and feedback gained in their Market & Technology Readiness Level
workshops.
The idea of these workshops was to get to know the Market & Technology Readiness Level
(MTRL) framework by CloudWATCH2 intended to provide start-ups and R&I projects with a
holistic view of how to mature innovative ideas and offer a fast way and score to assess,
measure and support technology projects.
MUSA attended three sessions on the subject of Market & Technology Readiness - Getting
from Project to Product: one within Cloud Forward 2016, one within the Concertation meeting
of Net Futures 2017, and the last one within the CloudWATCH2 Cloud Summit Europe event.
The first one CloudWATCH2 worked with MUSA and other Cloud projects in analysing their
product and service portfolio for market potential and market readiness, and map these onto
similar projects in a larger cloud landscape for signposting cloud standards profile
development.
In the second session, MUSA presented their views on the MTRL framework applied to
MUSA and the benefits in such kind of frameworks for maturing faster the main business
ideas.
The final session intended to capitalize on the projects experience and discuss with SMEs that
are looking for innovations the projects’ foreground service offering that will soon be ready to
be brought to the market and.

3.3.5 Collaboration with Switching between Cloud Service Providers study
On 18th May 2017, an open workshop named "Data and application portability in the cloud: current
challenges & policy scenarios" was organized on behalf of the DG CONNECT Unit E2 by IDC and
Arthur’s Legal for the study “Switching Cloud Providers” (SMART 2016/0032 by the European
Commission). The aim of the workshop was to bring together a group of relevant European actors in
the field of cloud portability.
Besides participating at the study survey and helping them in telco meetings, MUSA was invited as
expert to participate at the workshop where the outcomes of the study were presented. As tackling
with switching of cloud service providers and avoiding vendor lock-in is one of the major aspects
researched within MUSA WP3, the MUSA WP3 leader Peter Matthews from CA Technologies
attended this workshop and actively participated at the debate.
The main goal of the workshop was double: a) to present of the existing barriers limiting - or even
preventing - data and/or application portability within cloud ecosystems identified in the context of the
aforementioned study creating a high risk for customer lock-in and b) to identify a set of potential
measures to address the barriers discussed, including the potential introduction of a new right to data
portability that would not be limited only to a specific type of data.
The
report
of
the
workshop
is
available
at:
http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/newsroom/image/document/201731/smart_20160032_switching_cloud_providers_workshop_report_1_0_2A5750C7-07F3-12CCB9CE7321F99A10F5_46189.pdf
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3.3.6 Collaboration with external organizations
As part of the exploitation activities, MUSA identified the need of ensuring the business feasibility
and sustainability of one of the Key Results of the MUSA framework: the Decision Support Tool
(DST). This tool is the one that, among other functionality, provides the discovery and decision
support for selection of the cloud services to use in a multi-cloud application. One of the main
challenges faced by the DST is the availability of the needed information from the cloud services to
make it possible to compare their functional and non-functional features, including offered security
measures.
In order for us to discuss the best approach for legally getting usable and relevant information about
the security measures actually applied by the Cloud Service Providers (CSPs), on 11th March 2016 we
organized in London the MUSA Workshop with Data Centre Alliance (DCA), Cloud Security
Alliance (CSA) and Cloud Industry Forum (CIF). It was a technical discussion closed Workshop
where MUSA objectives and issues on CSP benchmarking were explained to the three organizations.
As main outcomes of this Workshop, we initiated the collaboration with SLALOM project and SLAREADY projects:
•

In SLALOM, they have recently released the SLALOM Model Contract Terms and
SLALOM SLA specification. During the collaboration with SLALOM, the MUSA
participants had the opportunity to better understand the scope and approach of the SLALOM
results and study the possibility of adopting SLALOM specifications in MUSA, particularly
the technical models, i.e., the SLA specification and metrics definition. Even if SLALOM
ended in June 2016, the collaboration continued through the integrating partners, such as
Cloud Industry Forum.

•

In SLA-Ready, the CSA is developing (a) a SLA Common Reference Model, which
provides a common understanding of Service Level Agreements (SLAs) for cloud services,
integrating SLA components like terminology, SLA attributes, and Service Level Objectives
(SLOs), guidelines and best practices, and (b) a SLA Repository that will include cloud SLAs
with information on the security controls applied by the Cloud Service Providers validated by
them. MUSA decided that we will try to align the Security SLA approach with the SLAReady CRM and will work in the integration of the DST with the SLA Repository. The SLAReady project ended in December 2016 but the follow up of the collaboration with CSA
continued beyond that date and we are adopting the SLA Repository within the DST tool in
MUSA and planning to use the CSA’s STAR Watch tool in the future.

The collaboration with SLA-Ready continued and finally the SLA-Ready’s SLA Repository was
adopted in MUSA Decision Support Tool, as reported in deliverable D3.3 Final security-based
discovery and composition mechanisms and tools.
Collaboration with FIWARE Foundation
FIWARE foundation contacted MUSA on March 2017 expressing their interest to get to know better
the MUSA framework tools and study a possible adoption in FIWARE.
The project coordinator met on 10th of March 2017 with Olaf-Gerd Gemein – co-founder of Smart
City Lab and Co-Chair of the Steering Board Committee of the Future Internet Public-Private
Partnership, which have been facilitating the FIWARE framework, and with Rahul Tomar - Smart
City Lab in India.
Smart Cities Lab is a Think Tank and a Center of Excellence of Hamburg and founding member of
FIWARE Foundation. Smart Cities Lab participated in the uptake of FIWARE in Germany and in
several other European countries. They promote the development of apps on FIWARE, particularly
interested in Smart cities and Smart mobility.
They have checked the information in our website and they think for telecommunication companies
this is very interesting. Secure the way you do and offer applications. On their view, the telco
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companies do not have much clue on security. They were looking for technical partners that help them
update the FIWARE technologies on security and seeking for collaborations in security research. On
their eyes, it is a crucial knowledge base that we have built. Security is very important and one of the
obstacles for cloud.
Tampere smart mobility is a live project and they are interested in this as an example of Smart city
with security. We concluded that once MUSA is in final stage and the tools are matured we will meet
together again to showcase MUSA with Tampere Case Study. Due to collision in agendas this is due
for January 2018.

3.4 Progress of Dissemination and Networking Key Performance
Indicators
In this section we describe the status of the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) established for
controlling the good progress of the dissemination and networking activities. The tables below show
the total achievements in the indicators corresponding to those specified in deliverables D6.2
Dissemination Strategy and D6.5 Networking plan, respectively. Note that the KPIs for
communication activities can be found in Section 4.2.
Table 7: Dissemination Key Performance Indicators as at M36
Dissemination
tool / channel

KPI

Brochures

Number
leaflets /
brochures
produced

Conference
Journal
publications

Objective
All
project
of 3

/ Number
of 15 in total
publications
(including
Scientific
papers,
Scientific
conferences,
Technical
magazines)

@M18

1

• 6 papers already
published
• 2 papers accepted
in
conference
proceedings
• 1 paper awaiting
decision
• 1 paper submitted
to Journal of Cloud
Computing
Research (JCCR)
and
awaiting
decision,
• 1
technical
magazine
article
submitted
to
ERCIM News and
awaiting decision

@M36 (Cumulative
numbers)
2+card.

34 papers: 8 papers till
@M18, plus 23 papers
already published in
period 2 and 3 papers
submitted and waiting
for final decisions:
• 20 papers published
in
conference
proceedings,
• 2 papers published
in Journals,
• 2 papers submitted
to Journals and
waiting for final
decision,
• 1 paper published in
a book,
• 1 paper submitted to
a book and waiting
for final decision.
4 technical magazine
articles published + 1
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more submitted and
awaiting approval.
Project posters

Number
posters

Press releases

1

2

Number
of 2
specialized press
releases

6

10

Project
showcases

Number
of 2
different
demonstration
videos produced

0

3 videos on use cases
produced
(1
Professional video + 2
Videos
of
MUSA
SecAP demos -one for
each case),
+ 13 technical videos
presented in at least 4
events (Cloud Forward
2016 SME event, Cloud
Expo 2017, Cloud and
DevOps World 2017,
CloudWATCH2 Cloud
Summit Europe). See
details of videos in D6.9
Final
Data
Management Report.

Project
newsletters

Number
newsletters

1

3

20, including scientific
and industrial events,
Concertation
meetings,
industrial
workshop (as reported
in Table 2)

57, 20 in period 1 + 37
in period 2 including
scientific and industrial
events,
Concertation
meetings,
industrial
workshop (as reported
in Table 2)

7

22

Attendance
events

of 1-2

of 3 (1
year)

per

to Number
of 6
events attended

Cloud
Community,
Software
and
Services
Publications

Number
of +20
references
in
external
magazines
(Collaboration
and
Support
Actions, EC)

Table 8: Networking Key Performance Indicators as at M36
Networking
tool

KPI

Objective
All
project

Partners

Number of

10

@M18

10 (as reported in

@M36

18 (as reported in
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collaboration with
previous/ongoing
Projects related to
Cloud

projects

Usage of Social
Networks4

Activity and
Number of
followers for
each specific
social tool

Exchange
programme for
researchers
training

Number of
programmes

4

48

Table 5)

Table 5, plus
collaborations with
PAASWORD and
SLALOM in period 1)

250

Twitter: 504
following, 210
followers, 3-5 weekly
tweets

Twitter: 498
following, 331
followers, 3-5 weekly
tweets

2 (for each
Milestone)

0 (Programmes
definition started between TUT and
CeRICT universities).

1 Student from the
University of Naples
will spend 6 months
for his final Ms
Thesis.
1
Marie
Curie
proposal
to
be
submitted together in
January 2018

Note that The Use of Social Network is a Key Performance Indicator directly connected with the performance
indicators included in D6.4 (table 2).
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4 Communication activities report
Communication forms an integral part of engaging with target communities. It ensures that MUSA
project activities, information, results etc. can be made available and effectively disseminated to the
target communities. Specifically, important information such as MUSA tools video, MUSA tools
update and releases, guidelines for using the tools, public deliverables, MUSA tools demo, and project
programmes and activities have all been made available to the MUSA target communities through
efficient communication channels like the MUSA website and MUSA social media platforms (i.e.,
Twitter [6] , Facebook [7] and LinkedIn [8] ). This has made it easy for the target communities to
understand and follow the MUSA project. It has also enabled the MUSA consortium to interact and
get valuable feedback from the members of the community, which includes cloud industry experts,
academia (i.e., research community) and other users of cloud resources.
Following the level of progress achieved in the first period of the MUSA project as well as the
feedback received following the MUSA project’s first review, the MUSA consortium continued to
work earnestly and took further actions to enhance the MUSA project communication activities.
During the second period of the MUSA project, the awareness of the project and the level of
engagement with the target communities was improved. This can be attributed to the increase in the
number of MUSA project research publications and the dissemination, communication and networking
events attended by the MUSA consortium. The events were mainly targeted at professionals from the
security, DevOps and cloud computing communities and they provided an opportunity for MUSA
consortium partners to interact with them, showcase different MUSA tools and get beneficial
feedback.
In view of the aforementioned activities, the size of the members of the MUSA project target
communities particularly on the MUSA social media platforms grew tremendously. The details of this
is explained in the next sections. Regular monthly meetings also continued among partners of the
MUSA consortium, where the communication activities and KPIs were continuously evaluated. This
was done in order to align performance with objectives and re-strategize whenever necessary. At the
end, these actions led to the development of new partnerships and collaboration with the target
communities, which are all aimed at promoting the MUSA project results.

4.1 Main activities
The major communication activities carried out in MUSA project, which have led to improved
interaction with our target audience, and wider dissemination of project activities and results are
presented in this section.

4.1.1 MUSA Website
The MUSA website [1] represents the primary dissemination and communication platform of the
MUSA project. During the second reporting period, great effort was channelled towards enhancing the
appearance of the website to give it an attractive and user-friendly look. In addition, it was updated
with several project-related contents following the achievement of some results in the MUSA project.
This was done in order to encourage and promote visits to the website as well as provide vital project
information and updates to the target communities. Specifically, all the public deliverables, dedicated
MUSA tool pages, MUSA tools videos, articles, newsletters, links pointing to MUSA YouTube
channel5 and all other important project- related contents and materials have been made available on
the website. This has contributed immensely to the level of engagement and interaction with our target
communities. At the time of writing this report, the number of visits to the MUSA website in 2017 was

5

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCA7mR0pU82yKPhF5jkPSlPw/featured
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1700 (20/12/17) from 73 different countries around the world. This number has finally exceeded the
expected average yearly visits of 1500.

4.1.2 Work with social media
The use of the social media as a tool for communicating with people from diverse cultures,
background, careers etc., continues to grow. The coverage is global and the impact is exponential.
MUSA project continues to leverage on the use of social media platforms to reach out to our target
audience available in different parts of the world. It has enhanced our dissemination as well as
communication and interaction with our target communities, other research projects and people from
the general public who are enthusiastic about cyber-security, cloud computing and multi-cloud
security. The major social media platforms used in the MUSA project are Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn
and YouTube. The detailed use of these platforms is provided in the following sections.
Twitter
The Twitter social media platform [6] has been extensively utilized by the MUSA project to
disseminate information and communicate with our target communities. On a weekly basis, MUSA
makes about 3-5 tweets which focuses on project activities, project-related news and information. In
addition, tweets about important topics regarding multi-cloud security, cyber-security and cloud
computing are made available to our target communities. This makes it possible to provide them with
MUSA project updates as well as latest events, news and happening in the fields of information
security and multi-cloud security. It also allows us to interact with them and get meaningful feedback.
With the great amount of effort put into the use of Twitter as a communication platform in MUSA
project, our followership increased by over 50% during this second period.
Facebook
The MUSA project has also used Facebook [7] to reach out to target communities. As reported during
the first period, the MUSA project continues to maintain the same mechanism of linking all twitter
feeds with Facebook i.e., for every tweet that MUSA project posts on Twitter, it is automatically
published on Facebook. Therefore, one post on Twitter covers both Twitter and Facebook. With this
connection, target audiences who use Facebook but not Twitter can also be reached. This helps to
ensure that a wider group of audience is covered.
LinkedIn
With LinkedIn [8] MUSA is able to communicate and relate with professionals with careers and
interest related to information security and cloud computing. Using the LinkedIn platform, blogs,
articles, announcements, news and other vital project-related information are made available to our
target audience. Just like the other social media platforms, LinkedIn is utilized for publishing MUSA
project news, information, activities and events. LinkedIn also provides functionality for our target
audience to give their feedback regarding any information or materials published on the platform. This
has enhanced interaction with them.
YouTube
Unlike Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn, YouTube is social media platform dedicated mainly for the
publishing of videos. This provided MUSA project the opportunity to make several demonstrational
videos showing and providing guidelines on how to use the different MUSA tools as well as the entire
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MUSA framework. On the MUSA Project YouTube channel6, for each of the MUSA tools, there is a
video, which explains clearly how the tool works. These videos have helped our target audience to
understand and follow the MUSA project easily. The excellent power of combining audio with visuals,
which YouTube offers has been of great use to the MUSA project.
Partner’s and other social media
MUSA has also been present in the MUSA partners’ social media such as Tecnalia website news [9] ,
Tecnalia Cybersecurity and Safety group website [10] , and Tecnalia Express, an online magazine
published every month to disseminate the research and innovation activities in Tecnalia.
CA partner has distributed announcements on MUSA activities through their internal channels ([11]
[12] ). CeRICT partner reported the MUSA project in his website announcement section ([13] ).
Montimage partner also reported the MUSA project in his website innovation section ([14] ).
AIMES partner included MUSA project information in their R&D projects catalogue ([15] ).
MUSA project objectives were reported in the newsletter of the SECCORD project CSPForum [16]
and in the CloudWatch and CloudWatch2 project reports [17] . The CloudWatch2 reports on
concertation meetings in 2016 and 2017 include also information on DPSP Cluster activities and
research outcomes that MUSA has provided as Cluster coordinator (on-line reference from
CloudWatch2 website [18] ).

4.2 Progress of Communication Key Performance Indicators
In this section we provide the status of the indicators established in D6.4 Communication Plan to track
the good progress of the communication activities in the project.
Table 9: Communication Key Performance Indicators as at M36
Dissemination
tool / channel

KPI

MUSA website

Yearly visits

1500

1193 (six months)

1700 (Year
20/12/17)

Visits
duration

more than 2
min. for 40%
of the users

3.3 mins

2.08 mins

Monthly
downloads:

35
(posters/flyers)
50
(public
reports)

35

43

References
20 (excluding
from
partner webs)
external web
pages

n/a

1 (DPSP Cluster)

Monthly
tweets
when
relevant

3-5 tweets per week &
210 followers

3-5 tweets per week &
332 followers

Twitter

6

Objective
All project

n.a.
or

@M18

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCA7mR0pU82yKPhF5jkPSlPw/featured

@M36
2017

–
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milestone
(event,
release)
LinkedIn

Monthly
n.a.
updates or
when
relevant
milestone
(event,
release)

0

0

Mass media

Number
releases

of 2 per country
in the project

6

10

of 5

3

5

Collaborative
Number
webs.
(blogs, entries
Wikipedia)
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5 Conclusions
Dissemination activities during the second reporting period of the project were executed as planned in
deliverable D6.2 Dissemination Strategy. The Key performance indicators adopted respected and in
many exceeded the expected value. The Communication activity in the project has also successfully
progressed with respect to the plan in D6.4 Communication Plan. Indeed, MUSA results were
disseminated through the participation in about 40 different events, addressing both scientific and
industrial communities.
Finally, there are major activities to outline related to Networking activities that followed the plan in
D6.5 Networking plan: MUSA participation to the DPSP Cluster, with the role of cluster coordinator,
has produced many direct collaboration actions with other projects in the cluster, as demonstrated by
the KPI on collaboration with other projects (18 different project collaborations reported).
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Appendix A. MUSA motivation and background
The main goal of MUSA project7 is to support the security-intelligent lifecycle management of
distributed applications over heterogeneous cloud resources, through a security framework that
includes: a) security-by-design mechanisms to allow application self-protection at runtime, and b)
methods and tools for the integrated security assurance in both the engineering and operation of multicloud applications.
MUSA overall concept is depicted in the figure below.

Figure 1: MUSA overall concept
MUSA framework combines 1) a preventive security approach, promoting Security by Design
practices in the development and embedding security mechanisms in the application, and 2) a reactive
security approach, monitoring application runtime to mitigate security incidents, so multi-cloud
application providers can be informed and react to them without losing end-user trust in the multicloud application. An integrated coordination of all phases in the application lifecycle management is
needed in order to ensure the preventive oriented security to be embedded and aligned with reactive
security measures.

7

MUSA H2020 Project, Multi-cloud Secure Applications. 2015-2017, http://www.musa-project.eu

